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In order to help visualize the mechanism by which 
disturbances are propagated and attenuated in elastic 
media, the concept of relaxation time in the classical 
free electron model is adapted to a slightly dissipative 
mechanical system® On the assumption that dissipating 
collisions take place at microscopic grain boundaries in 
rocks, a phenomenological model of discrete particle sys­
tems is constructedo In this model the reciprocal relaxa­
tion time is proportional to the number of particle 
oscillations per unit time, and the logarithmic decrement 
is independent of frequency® T̂ ro linearized models of 
continuous media yielded expressions for the attenuation 
proportional to the first power of frequency,,
A model representing granular rock partially satur­
ated with liquid in which the energy dissipation is due 
to solid friction and liquid viscosity yields an attenua­




An approximate far field expression for particle dis­
placement resulting from a spherical source in a slightly 
dissipative elastic medium yields an attenuation factor 
proportional to the first power .of frequency,, A general 
expression in slightly dissipative and wet elastic media 
for the same boundary value problem gives an attenuation 
factor ranging between first and second power of frequency. 
i?he solution to this last boundary value problem includes 
the solution of Sharpe (194-2) for an ideal (Hookeian) 
solid and the solution of Mattie© and Lieber (1954-) for 
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The physical process of wave propagation due to an 
underground explosion, a basic problem In seismic pros­
pecting, is not fully understood, although satisfactory 
experimental studies have been made with models and In the 
fieldo
Investigators have used two Important mathematical, 
or conceptual, models - the Voigt and Maxwell visco­
elastic solids - in their efforts to derive a relatively 
simple mathematical expression for wave propagation In 
the eartho During recent years results of experimental 
studies from underground explosions (McDonal, Angona, 
Mills, van Nostrand, and White, 1998 ̂ Collins and Lee, 
1956) show that the attenuation factor^0 for seismic waves
lo In this paper the term "attenuation factor" (nepers 
per unit length) is used in a restricted sense as the 
measure .of decrease In wave amplitude due to energy 
dissipation only,.
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in actual earth-crust materials is proportional to the 
first power of the displacement frequency This fact is 
contradictory to most of the predictions which were made 
from mathematical studies of the Voigt and Maxwell models 
(Knopoff and MacDonald, 1958)o
The experimental evidence that many solid materials 
do not show the characteristics of ideal visco-elastic 
solids was first observed about 40 years ago0 The atten­
uation factor for small (10“^) strains has been found 
proportional to the first power of frequency in rocks 
(ferromagnetic and highly organic materials excepted), 
when grain size is small compared to the wave-length*
This relationship would include frequencies up to the 
-order of megacycles .(Mason, 1958? Knopoff and MacDonald, 
1958).
Among early investigators, Kimball and.Lovqll (1927)* 
demonstrated by a torsional method that internal friction 
is almost 'independent of velocity in copper, zinc, and 
maple wood.o Wegel and Walther (1935) applied resonance 
and torsional methods to their study of metals, and con­
cluded that aluminum, copper, glass, lead, and magnesium 
show constancy in their dissipation function, whereas hard 
rubber, nickel, and steel have frequency-dependent dissi­
pation functions in the range O d  kc/s to 100 kc/s<>
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The dependence of internal friction on frequency in ferro­
magnetic and ferroelectric materials has been explained in 
terms of polarized domains (magnetic and electric) exist­
ing in the materials (Mason, 1953)• For dielectric mate­
rials 9 Gemant and Jackson (1937) established experiment­
ally the fact that the product of viscosity coefficient 
and frequency in a Voigt solid yields a constant value 
for ebonite* quartz* wood, and glass at frequencies from 
0,3 to 10 cpso They used torsional and lateral vibration 
methodso For certain organic materials, Rinehart (194-1) 
demonstrated that the specific loss in the plastic mate­
rials Lucite and Karolith varies with frequency and 
temperature. He stated that the visco-elastic properties 
of these materials might be connected with plastic and 
dielectric properties of their complicated molecular 
structunes.
The investigations of Birch and Bancroft (1958) and 
Born (1941) were among the first efforts in the field of 
geophysics to determine attenuation properties of rocks. 
Birch and Bancroft, using the resonance and torsional 
methods, found that the specific dissipation function of 
Quincy granite is independent of frequency in the range 
from 140 to 4,500 cps. Born observed that the logarithmic 
decrement of dry sandstone is independent of frequency
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from 1,000 to 4,000 cps, but with, wet saadetone' the loga­
rithmic decrement is a function of frequency with, strong 
dependence on percentage of water saturation* He ori­
ginated the explanation of energy dissipation in dry 
sandstone due to Coulomb friction* With the development 
of ultrasonic techniques, Mason and MeSkimin (1947) deter­
mined the specific dissipation function for glass and 
aluminum at frequencies from 2 Mc/s to 15 Mc/s, and showed 
that the attenuation factor for aluminum contains fourth- 
power and linear terms in frequency* The explanation of 
the fourth-power term was interpreted as a scattering 
effect (Mason, 1958)<> The linear relation of the attenu­
ation factor to frequency for other metal was also demon­
strated by Roth (1948) on magnesium, Hawick (1950) on 
copper, and Lueke (1956) on zinc, aluminum, and copper* 
Following Born®s experiment (1941), Bruckshaw and 
Mahanta (1935). obtained the same results for the logarith­
mic decrements in sandstone, oolitic and shelly limestone, 
granite, dolerite, and diorite in the band 40 to 120 cps* 
Press and Healy (1957) investigated the characteristics 
of Rayleigh waves in a plexiglass sheet by the ultrasonic 
method with the following resultst (l) there is no evi­
dence of dispersion in the frequency range from 20 to 
160 kc/s, and (2) the attenuation factor is proportional
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to the first power of frequency<> Also, Kataoka and Oguri
(1 9 5 9 )9. using the resonance method, came to the same con­
clusion for marble and granite in the frequency range 
between 500 to 59000 eps0 Among recent.experiments, 
Auberger and Rinehart (1961) measured the attenuation of 
inhomogeneous coarse-grained rocks in the frequency range 
from 2 5 0 to 1,000 kc/s and concluded that frictional 
boundary loss is the primary factor in attenuation when 
the wave length approaches the grain size of the rock* 
Recent studies of attenuation in metals have been made by 
Haumkina, Taftekovski, and Efrussi (1959) and Krautkropt
(1960)o The Haumkina group, who studied the behavior of 
metals coated with several absorbing materials in the 
frequency range 10 to 200 cps, found attenuation linear 
with,frequencyo Krautkropt studied attenuation in o(-brass 
in the band 100 - 18,000 kc/s0 He observed linear atten­
uation, and also fourth-power (scattering) attenuation, 
when the wave length was of the order of the grain size*
In an experiment of wide frequency range, Peselnick and 
Zietz (1959) and Peselnick and Outerbridge (1961) obtained 
a constant logarithmic decrement of (5®4 - 5) 3c 10“^ on 
the Solenhofen limestone in the frequency range from 4
to 30,000 cps, and 17 x 10”^ at the ultrasonic frequency
fiof 9 x 10 cpSo They concluded that, although the internal
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friction increases at most by a factor of 5 from infra- 
sonic to ultrasonic frequency, the assumption of a linear 
dependence of the attenuation coefficient with frequency 
is wholly justified for a small frequency range0 One can 
state with confidence that the logarithmic decrement is 
independent of frequency in the seismic prospecting bando 
It is clear from this brief summary of experimental 
results that many factors contribute to the relation of 
the attenuation coefficient to frequency» This paper will 
treat attenuation in those rocks for which one can safely 
assume that the attenuation coefficient is approximately 
linea,r with frequencyo This assumption implies that* 
lo The rock is well compacted so that it is only 
slightly dissipativeo 
2o The strain amplitude is small (about 10”^ cm/cm)o 
5p The rock is non-ferromagnetic, non-ferroelectrie, 
and inorganico
The frequency will range from 1 to about 500 cps, 
the seismic prospecting frequency spectrum, which 
implies that the grains will be very small com­
pared to the wavelengtho 
This study consists of four parts• In the first 
part, the concepts of relaxation time in the linear os­
cillator, the logarithmic decrement, and the specific
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dissipation function in discrete.particle systems are 
described,, These concepts are extended in the second 
part to slightly dissipative continuous elastic media by 
the variational principle® In the third section the pro­
perties of a models including Coulomb friction^ are 
compared with observed acoustic properties of rocks* 
Finally9 in part four9 an approximate solution of the 




One elementary method of visualizing the frictional 
mechanism in a dissipative system is to describe, by use 
of the concept of relaxation time, the phenomena in terms 
©f Newton8s equation of motion*
In this section, the concept of relaxation time in 
slightly dissipative elastic media is discussed for a 
discrete particle system, and the equation of motion Is 
derived to show that the dissipation function and the 
logarithmic decrement are independent of frequency*
CONCEPT OF RELAXATION TIME
Let us consider a simple model, by which we can des­
cribe the dissipative system in terms of Newton8s equa­
tion of motion* Before we discuss the dissipative elas­
tic system, let us consider the fr@e-el@ctron model for 




Newton0s equation of motion in the free-electron 
model can be written as (Kittel, 1996, p« 2 3 5 )°
where F is the applied force acting on the charge particle
particles, and rc is the relaxation tim@o
In equation (l) the frictional force is proportional 
to the momentum of the mass particle and is inversely pro­
portional to the relaxation tim@o In the free electron 
model, the relaxation time of the conduction electron is 
expressed as the mean period of time between collisions 
with ionSo In this model, the conduction electron in the 
given electric field travels through the crystal lattice, 
and the collision takes place as a result of thermal or 
structural imperfections of the ionic lattice,, In other 
words, the mean freepath.between collisions, _/v , is 
entirely dependent on the structural arrangement of the 
ions in the mediumo Because the variation of the electric 
field, £> , affects only free electrons and not ions,
and because the relaxation time may be described as the 
ratio of the mean free path to the appropriate average 
electron velocity, p, the relaxation time, which can be 
expressed &&.TC= ~  * is Independent of any given frequency 
of the electric field in the free electron model (Fig0 l)«
(1)
1 ^of mass m 9 v = v- is the average velocity of the mass
? 953 10
Figure 1 
A free electron model*
Now let us consider the model containing a structural 
imperfection9 where the mass particles are coupled by 
springs in such a manner that the displacement of the par­





We postulate that the initial and final states of each 
particle are the equilibrium positions9 because the dis­
placement of the mass particle is to be small„ Because 
rocks are characterized by the aggregation of crystals or 
-clastic grains9 the structural imperfection which is of 
interest in this discussion might be conceived of as a 
very narrow pore-channel space in a sedimentary rock or 
a joint in an igneous roeko We will assume that a sepa­
ration- distance of the order of a micron exists at the 




Gross-section showing fine pore channels and jointso
As shown in Figo. 29 the springt acts as a trans­
mission agency between mass particles by transferring
r
energy from one particle to another.* When .a force is 
applied to the system^ -a .restoring force appears in the
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spring coupled with the mass particles« The dissipative 
force may he thought of as part of the reactive force0 
The energy dissipation may he caused by collision (or 
friction) between grains where a fine pore channel, joint* 
or dislocation of crystal lattice may exist« For a per­
fect (ideal) arrangement of the crystal lattice in the 
solid, we assume that there is no energy dissipation for 
email particle displacement a
Since the discrete particle system deals with a 
finite, or at most a denumerahly infinite, number of 
degrees of freedom, one has to solve simultaneously for 
the motion of the system accounting for all modes of vi­
bration of the particle and springo For this purpose, 
we will construct a simple phenomenological model to des­
cribe the discrete particle system, and discuss its 
characteristicso The model consists of a rigid bar of 
mass, m, and spring coupled in such a way that the spring 
is attached to a rigid wall while the bar is fre@o The 
bar is placed as shown in Fig0 4 0
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Model of frictional mechanism in a discrete particle
system,,
Ihen9 according to Newton8s law of motion^ we may 
describe the motion of the system as followsi
V) d3Sdt* m dS Tt  d t i S F
d*5 + _L iS + A  c 
d t 3- rc d t  ■ m  *
_E_m
or d 2S  J_ dS_dtz ^ rc dt + ■&>*$ = _Fm (2 )
where m is mass of the system^
cn k / m 9 natural resonance frequency, 
k is the spring constant, and 
s is the displacement from the equilibrium 
positiorie
In equation (2) the relaxation time, fc , can be thought
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of as the mean time during which the bar is not in con­
tact with the grain boundary*
A question arises heres Is the relaxation time 
correlated with the period of displacement of the mass m? 
Suppose we pick out one of the columns in Fig„ 2 and ob­
serve the relaxation time, when a sinusoidal external 
force with constant amplitude is applied perpendicular to 
the column. The amplitude of individual particle motion 
varies with the frequency, f^» The reciprocal relaxation 
time (the number of collisions or energy dissipations per 
unit time) in the column may be expressed in terms of the 
statistical average ass
are participating in the collision,.
Because energy dissipation occurs only whenever 
there is a collision (or friction) between grain bound­
aries, the number of particle oscillations per unit time 
can be directly related to the number of collisions per 
unit time at the grain boundaryo Therefore, we may 
assume that the number of energy dissipations per unit 
time in each particle, 9 is related linearly to the 
given frequency,' ass
where N is the number of particles in the column which
Ti Tiij 7U .
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Pop example if the displacement frequency were'doubled,. 
the collision frequency (the number of collisions per unit 
time) would also he doubled. Hence, the reciprocal 
relaxation time is written ass
- L  =  _ L  f -  i t  _Tc N £r K - S f », ........ (3)
where , can be expressed as the frictional
coefficient* Equation (5) can be written in form?
\  =  f*>o .... '■3)
h<0,  (4)
because the reciprocal relaxation time must always be
positiveo Although equation (3) is natural, equation (4) 
is essentially identical with equation (3 ), but equation 
(4) is introduced here9 because the relation is necessary 
to solve the boundary value problem by Fourier and'La­
place transforms* Equation (3) is otherwise sufficient 
to describe the relation* In view of equations (3) and 
(4)9 we may.express the relation between the reciprocal 
relaxation time and the frequency as?
=  &l'f* (5)Tc
Let us observe the transient solution for. the dis­
placement by using equations (2.) and (5)? when an applied 
force Is suddenly removed from the system* Then^
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d\S , J dS_
d t1 dt ■+■ cOq S —  0   —  (6)
where % ,
In order to solve equation (6), let us assume that the 
solution is of the type @2\  where z is complex^
5 =  A e 1!  (7 )
Substituting equation (7) into (6), we have
Z* 1- 4r Z T cot = 0Lc ?
where
^ = x +i t .
Since 1 /?c has to satisfy the relation of equation (5) 
for any arbitrary frequency in equation (7)*
-TfT ”
equation (6) becomes9 upon introducing A
(.x+jiT. r «o. —  ° .
Separating real and imaginary values9 we have
f  +■ |tf|§x + cn02 —  0
— o ,or
X  Hlfl.
d - l J l F - s ' - h H l f r ’ - o ,
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Therefore, the solution of equation (6) becomes
- ( 8 )
Equation (8) shows that the damping factor is proportional 
to the frequency of the displacement, and that a system of 
higher resonant frequency has a higher damping factor«
For reference, the solution of equation (6) by the Laplace 
transform is presented in Appendix 1„
LOGARITHMIC DECREMENT AND g FACTOR
The logarithmic decrement, 8 9 is defined as the 
logarithm of the ratio of the amplitude of two successive 
displacement maxima at a given frequency*, Now, let us 
calculate the logarithmic decrement of the model by using 
equation (8)» Then the amplitude ratio of successive 
maxima 1st




I  -  2TL
l-h -̂r
from equation (8), so that
c -  M      no)*
Therefore, the logarithmic decrement of the system is 
independent of frequency^ and proportional to', the fric­
tional coefficiento
The forced harmonic oscillator can he used to obtain 
the Q factor (quality factor) of the models defined as 
the ratio of maximum energy stored to energy loss in one 
periodo The solution of equation (2) consists of the 
complementary function and a particular integralo Since 
the complementary function is a transient solution in the 
absence of an applied forc@9 which is identical with the 
solution of equation (8), only the particular integral 
which represents the steady state response to a sinus­
oidal force is of interest her@„ If the applied force 
is 3Po coscot9 equation (2) becomes
^ 5 = ™ ° ° s w t .   r2'a )
In order to find the particular integral* let us assume 
a trial solution of the forms
5 = d Cos cot + b S/n cot --------00
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Substituting equation (11) into (2-a) with the assumption 
that co is real and positive, we have
— CL co2 Cos cot — b co2 S in &>t — Ido/Smcot + 3 b co2 Co5 cot
-+co* 0. Cos cot + co* b Sin cot =  f0 Cos cot f ..........  (12)
where . ■ i p
^  =  , and 1 = liT.
Since equation (12) can be satisfied for all values
of time only by equating separately the coefficients of
the sine and cosine terms, we have.
Cos-cot '• a ( c o : - c o )  + b § co* =  f0 ,





fo ( c o * - c o )
( a t f ,
t 3 co*
/ 3. i  \2 v i  4.( COI - 60 ; -t- § CJO .
Thus, the solution of equation (2-a) iss 
S 3=1 d  CoS cot +  b s i n c o t
t . 4ri Cos (A. +[(â -Go*) + £cS)X [(H -<» ) + J[c co;- co")1 + 3V J 2-










the steady state solution can he written'ass
X
5 —  + s,n*5lWt
=  £  f. cos ( t o t -41) ,    CVwhere
<£> = [(^ -CO )' + §*£0*] T
In order to determine the Q factor, we will continue 
the development from equations (2-a) and (14)§
7D55 + - ^ ( S ) *  v  ?na>e* SS ^  F; 5 Co5 cot  ̂  ( 2 ~ h )
which may he expressed ass
+ f ( s f  = ( K C 0 5 U ( ) S  -.......(15)
Ihe first term in.equation (15) shows the rate of change 
of the total energy of the system, the second term repre­
sents the rate at which the energy is heing dissipated hy 
the frictional force, and the last term describes the rate 
at which energy is heing supplied hy the driving forc@o
Since the quality factor, Q,.. was defined ass.
o =._ M g ^ _ e n e r a r _ s tg r g d ______ . ,.................. ............... ( l 6 )
^ energy loss in one period
It' can he written .from equation (15) following the devel­
opment of Becker (1954, p 0-.150) ass




Now, r-®-(sT). =  r  sins(tot -4>/




3 T “ ‘  Sin (c ^ t-<!>)]
x 'nw. \ \ ✓ "'max. y
so that
_ (-£ ^ V j  ,
®  s. 07)
Equation (1?) shows that the quality factor* or the 
dissipation functio,n* 1 / Q* is independent of the fre­
quency* and from equations (10) and (1 7 ) the product of 
logarithmic decrement and quality factor is found to has
Q  S =  ¥  ------ (|8)
Another way to determine the logarithmic decrement 
is to obtain the ratio of the band width to-the resonant 
frequency* or fractional band widthe From equation (14)*
 ̂ ■ ' [ ( & £ - « ) *  +  
i 2. ■r' ^ iSince ^  is a maximum with respect to co when (co^-co; + 




for co2 * as follows s
+ 2 = 0,
or
o * l  —  — 4 r   r20)
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Let a2=  ^  _ ro2 „ or 2 "z î+§2 •
Substituting the above value into equation (19)? we have
— - rjl + r(r ■ wfj"'
Now, if the frequency applied is very near the frequency 
of maximum amplitude9 com 9
( j  = ■  C O 2 — GOm = ■  ( q )  —  C O m X  CO +- (Qrn) —  Z  C O m  (  6 0  — 6 J m )  ^
so that
-i-2 I
C O 2  —  2 6 0 m  (  ^ 0  -  G O m ) J  -j- ^  | ^ 2  C 0 m  (C0‘
Since 3L* has a maximum value at co = com9 we may denote its 
value as s
= ^  )
Therefore,
q>z r c \  + r)
 ̂GOm 2.60m (60 6Jm)j +■  ̂ 260m(60 GÔ  ■+■ GÔ J
Consider the ratio —= 5- o Let co, 9 co,. , be those frequencies
Ifor which — ^ The band width, A  , is by defini­
tion co, -60*1, ^ave then?
i f e _ ( W / )  I ^  6 0 m  C  I +  ^ 2 )
2 §2[2C0rnA + (Dlf
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- 2 ^ ^  A + 2 W mA  + + 2£ao&A
+ ̂  =  ( 1 + ,
2 ^  Aa(l + S*) -  i l ^ : c  1 + **),
a 2 —  I".
Now, since the logarithmic decrement is defined as the 
ratio of band width to resonance frequency ass
s - i r ^
we have
5 " 2* ^ 4 , - i r *, -........... n o )
which is identical to equation (10)c In other words, the 
logarithmic decrement of the system, which is described 
by using solid-particle friction in terms of the relaxa­
tion time concept, is independent of frequency.,
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GONTimJOUS MEDIUM
We will now extend the foregoing development to a 
continuous medium by use of the principle of variation,* 
The purpose of presenting the variational principle here 
is to derive the wave equation for a continuous system* 
The variational principle in the dissipative system is 
somewhat artificial, because negative friction must be 
introduced in order to fulfill the requirements of the 
Lagrange function (Morse and Feshbaeh, 1953, p° 298»299* 
.313-3140«
Since the technique of analyzing continuous systems 
by the variational principle is given in detail in many 
references (Panofsky and Phillips, 1935? P° 364-3671 
Goldstein, 1930, p* ..■347-355.)» we will discuss only the 
main steps leading to the displacement equation in Iso­




Let us imagine an infinitely long one-dimensional 
system, in which mass particles connected by springs can 
oscillat@o By extending the model described in Fig* 4, 
we may construct N point mass particles, m^, in the row A, 
which are coupled by springs of equal length with con­
stants ko Gall ' ft bhe displacement from equilibrium of 
the i th masso A second system containing N point mass 
particles, is coupled with the first system as shown
in Fig* 5 (row B)o It consists o.f segments of length a 
at equilibrium0 The displacement from equilibrium of the 
i th mass we shall call ft * Observe that the springs in 
row B with constants k are free from their neighbors <,
We note that the particles, are subject to fric­
tion so that their displacement, ft 9 different from 
the displacement, £ , of the particles in the chain of 
the perfect elastic medium*. Therefore, as we might sus­
pect, an attempt to calculate displacements, would lead 
to a non-linear differential equation, because ft and ft 
are not linearly related* However, we may construct a 
linear relationship between ft an(3- ti provided certain 
restrictions and assumptions are made*
We shall call our first restricted model, Model L  
It is shown in.Fig« 6, and consists of the same elements










Model of frictional mechanism in ©ne-dimensional continuum.
(If U ' t ^  Pi then, this model becomes Model 2 if m^m!
— Wrr - w w -




Restricted model of frictional mechanism (Model l).
^
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as Figo 5 except that the masses and m2 and their 
coupling spring are replaced by a rigid bar of mass 
m =■ <p- is now identical to \i » This would be a
direct extension of the arrangement shown in Figo 4o We 
shall call our second restricted model,.Model 2« In 
model 2 the dissipative stress could be proportional to 
the rate of the stress in the perfect elastic media, if 
we assume that fc is linearly related to the differences 
fit 1“ fc « structure in the medium of Model 2 is res­
tricted in such a way that collisions always take place 
between particles whenever there is motion in the medium,, 
In order to present a continuous development, Model 1 is 
discussed here, and the discussion of Model 2 is given in 
Appendix 2»
The equation for the Lagrangian, L, whose solution 
yields the correct equation of motion in Model 1 can be 
written ass
In equation (22), the Lagrangian function is presented by
00
where
two coordinates, f and ft „ According to Morse and Fesh- 
bach (1933? P° 298), the coordinate 'f is interpreted as
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a nmirror-image’8 system with negative friction* Perhaps 
we could also imagine that fL represents plus imaginary 
coordinates and negative imaginary coordinates, so that 
the product of ti and f* is a real positive value, even
ifthough the coordinates fL and f-L are deseribable separately* 
Then, the first term of equation (22) indicates the 
kinetic energy of the I=th mass particle, the second term 
is due to positive and negative friction, and the last 
term represents the potential energy*
Let l_r= 21 &£• in equation (22)* Then,
L  -
m * i  *Ui
171 K- • • *
Xii - tin — KOl
(ti+i- ti) (U-ti)  .. (25)
d  U 20.Zc V U U III''/ "" d d
Now, in the limit as the length, a, approachs zero, we
may obtain the equation of transition from the discrete
















where 6 is the linear density of matter, and X is young's 
modulus* Then, the Lagrangian becomes
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1 ( 1  i t (25)
where
L  =  s t f  - i l ( t l - T f )  - Y(g)(H).- - ^ )
Now, substituting equation (25) into (21) and expand­
ing equation (2 1 ), we obtain the following equation, which 








Since each term in equation (27) can be found from equa­
tion (26) ass 
'dl
2rc dt , 
d _ ( * £ ' \  =  vXIR
3 f 2X  \ tf e- df
equation (2 7 ) becomes
0,
or
9 % j_ it 
dt^+ '*c 3-t (28)
where y= X~ , is the velocity of a longitudinal wave
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Equation (28) may be considered as the displacement 
equation for an element of the rod in the slightly dissi­
pative system, in which the elements undergo a small 
longitudinal vibration parallel to the axis of the rodo 
Using the separable variable method, we may solve 
equation (28) which is the one-dimensional wave equation0 
Let
^ =  c£(z) e ^
Then
Now, _̂coc) =  /\ e p x Then
Since -L = ̂ |co|
X, ■>l 1
If §«| , then <̂| ? so that squared and higher order
terms in are negligible in the binominal expansion,.
Therefore, we can approximate the expansion by
+- t s\ _i_ _ § M





As a usual interpretation, the first term represents a 
wave travelling in the positive x direction, while the 
second term in equation (2 9 ) represents a wave propaga­
ting in the negative x dir@etion0 It shows also that the 
attenuation factor is proportional to the first power of 
the frequency*
If we consider a tiny section of thickness a x  in the 
infinitely long rod, then from equation (29) if the pres­
sure amplitude is p0 at the origin, the amplitude of
pressure at a distance x will he po e ° Since the
energy flux expressed in terms of pressure is written as 
(Kolsky, 1953$ P° 105-106), the energy entering the 
section per unit time 4 e °
and the energy leaving from the section per unit time iss
2^V
so that the energy dissipated per unit time in the sec­
tion of the slightly frictional media can he written ass
>
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Therefore, the energy loss per cycle, A E ? is
 v > ._±_L p
2 5  V ^
and the maximum energy stored in the section, ^max* is
so that the energy dissipation in the system is independ­
ent of the frequency of a wave travelling perpendicular 
to the axis of the rod® Consequently, the logarithmic 
decrement would also he independent of the frequency of 
the wave according to equation (18).
THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONTINUUM
By the generalization from a on©-to a three-dimen­
sional continuum, we may develop the displacement equa­
tion in isotropic, homogeneous, slightly dissipative 
elastic media®
The variational principle corresponding to equations 
(21) and (2 5 ) is given by
— max 2.6* v




^ €>4*) dvdt = o, (jo)
where the displacement in the two coordinate systems, 
p. and ff , is expressed covariantly0
The Lagrangian density, , is represented hy the 
following energy densitiess
Kinetic energy density ~ (2 ) j  S §f -ff  (3 1)
Potential energy density «
fn') —  1  ̂ r [   /'??')
^ 2. 3r *  g r  j°* /  ^ x 0' zz*  P  3 x j' sx*  j   ̂ '
Frictional term = JL i 2%.* P. I2VCI rj dt ~ dt lj \
where 8 is the density of the medium,
]x and X  are elastic constants <>
An expression for potential energy density in iso- 
tropic, homogeneous elastic media (equation (3 2 )) may be 
derived as follows« The general expression may he written 
ass (McConnell, 1931* P° 280)
V  -  i f x t r e j 1 - v  f rr  em„ e j  ----- 04;
where @m  is the symmetric strain tensor expressed covari­
ant ly and is the metric tensor*,
In equation (3^)* since effin is a symmetric strain 
tensor.
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fj mn   3 fm 0
6 ~  dxn bmr) ,
in rectangular coordinates, where £mn is the Kronecker .
delta, and since
r r  e„„ers -  r r \ i ( p ^ * ^  - M
  _J_ Qr& f / dim , 3/n . dPs -\)
4  1 j  I ( 3Xn a x " ,A '3 X s
it becomes in rectangular coordinatess
Qmr<?ns o ^ =  ±  (
J d Cmr»CrS 4~ I 2£n ^  J
4 (A?£rt' + dxn vx.1” \ dxf'j J
—  _L \ f^fm y d Pm \ , / ‘dfay'dPn \W «j + l ? x w2 L^X°A 0Xr
Now, if we change the indices m, n to j ,  ̂ respectively, 
we have equation (32)0
Thus, the Lagrangian density in equation (30) can be 
written as:
r _ _  c ' d f t d f t *  £ Jp*!g _ l l f  o l  •>. dPs P.: u l S - i t f  - , , 2 & * 2 f k .
L ~ ~  &dtT>t ~ vt 2t Bj x bx* V
- ......................  (35)
Since the Lagrange equation corresponding to equation (27)
is given by ^£_ _ _  n
0 "■ C36)
we substitute equation (35) into.(36) and get
  S_ ̂ 0_
■3ft* itc St ,
.3 ) =  B. /ifiw _ _ _3_ /li
ax* / 3XJI sr* j ¥  ^  at* U x aj /  3xj (, ax01
\ r. . S
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so that
C d ̂  d fj' _ v V 2)_ £. _ _3_ / 1)8 \    A . v° dt1 Tc dt /ax^l^V 0 .......-(57)
where. 0 = -2A 9 the cubical dilatation*
In vector language equation (37) can be written ass
d S 'd/5 . . , a
b Jti ^ w ~ f A v ^  v -̂f- - /> ̂  P- =  o,
or
s | p  + -|-f£ ~ ( \  + 2/x') VVf- +/J V*(V*£) =  0^ -----C38)
which is the displacement equation in isotropic homogeneous 
elastic media with slight energy dissipation,. We see from 
this relation that the only difference between equation 
(38) and the familiar equation for displacement in perfect 
isotropic, homogeneous elastic media is the additional 
term due to the frictional force in the Model L
We summarize the assumption, restrictions, and 
characteristics of each model as followso In Model X, for 
small displacements the restoring system obeys Hooke8s 
lawo' The ratio of the attenuation factor of transverse 
to longitudinal waves is equal to the inverse ratio of 
their velocity*. This would not be true in general, be­
cause the effect of Coulomb friction on the grain boundary <> 
In Model 2, it Is assumed that the dissipative stress is 
proportional to the rate of stress« However, a common 
characteristic of both models is that the attenuation
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factor is proportional to the first power of frequency®
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CORRELATIONS WITH OTHER MODELS
The models discussed in previous sections describe 
a mechanism by which energy is dissipated at narrow pore 
channels or joints in a rock due to frictiono The sys­
tem of the continuous media was approximated as two models 
in order to solve the boundary value problem with simpler 
mathematical tools• The purpose of this section is to 
discuss other acoustic properties of these rock models 
and to correlate these models with other models®
Born (1941) performed some experiments in which he 
found the attenuation coefficient to be proportional to 
the first power of frequency® He used the model based on 
Coulomb friction in attempting to explain his results®
The equation of motion, which is extended by the constant 
friction assumption, is based on friction as a function 
of the gradient of local stress, or the acceleration®
It can be written (Kmopoff and MacDonald, I960, p<,219X“ 





T> Kk /* d£2 C39)
where
r  r / 'N £- I cMj. f 'e>Ufc*,t) =r0|sFlsJn?tdX ‘
5t2 S?n t̂
y- is the velocity, f# is a
p is density, 41 is the displacement,
p is the rigidity, c= 
constant, fcx,t) is the energy loss term due to the friction, 
and sgn is read as "the sign of 
The model is shown in Figo 7°
o o © o o
4 4
- ^ r m r o w ' -
_____:___ /̂////Z//z / s r z z z / / <■ / / //////ztffl______ _̂___
Figure 7
The model modified hy Coulomb friction
It is suggested—from Fig, 7  that the Coulomb fric­
tion takes place at the grain boundary, where the grains 
have a chance to. slide by each other at the narrow pore 
channel or the joint in the rock<, The frictional effect 
is dependent on the surface- area of the graine
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We have now accounted for dissipation of energy by 
friction in two separate wayss the model of modified Coul­
omb friction, and the solid friction model in which grains 
collide with their neighbors« These models may be thought 
of as counterparts of each other0 Generally, neither 
mechanism operates to the exclusion of the other0 During 
an arbitrary deformation both processes must take place 
simultaneously* In view of this, let us now consider the 
model shown in Fig0 8 which combines these two effects®
rain boundar/
\\ w m w v w w w w  \\\\\ w\\\ v\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'̂ m\\̂
Figure 8
A phenomenological model involving solid frictions0
This model shows that for a given arbitrary force, 
there is Coulomb friction as well as the.friction due to 
the collisions between mass and wallo The equation des­
cribing the behavior of this model can be obtained by 
combining equation (28) and (39)9 yielding*
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arises from the frictional effect due to
■c
( 4 0 )
collisions between grains, while f(4*Ois the term due to
Coulomb friction (grains sliding by each other)•
It is in general suggested that there is a scattering 
when the wave length is near the same order of magnitude 
of the grain size,, When the wave length is three or more 
times the grain size, the absorption coefficient,d , in 
nepers per cm is approximately (Mason, 1958, p» 207).
In equation (41)* is the average grain diameter, f is 
frequency, V is the velocity of wave propagation, and S 
is a scattering factoro From the model described in 
Figo 5, it might be possible to explain part of the.scat­
tering phenomena, when the wave length is near the same 
order as the average grain size. If the wave length is 
very long compared with the grain size, each grain in a 
region consisting of a group of grains behaves in the 
same manner as its neighbors» However, when the wave 
length becomes near the order of grain size, there is a 
mismatch in the motion of some grains due to solid fric­
tion at each grain boundary9 so that there is a resulting 
reflection of the wave. However, the variation of the
(41)
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rigidity and density in the region of the interconnected 
grain boundaries, where the binding energy between mole­
cules is less than in the interior of the grain, might 
have a much greater effect on the scattering,.
As one of the high frequency acoustic phenomena, the 
dissipation function becomes dependent on the frequency 
about the particular frequency at which *®thermally acti­
vated jumps*® Can take place, (Mason, 1958, p„ 24-6)0 This 
effect might be explained by solid friction at the grain 
boundary,. If the frequency is increased, the number of 
collisions (or energy dissipations) between grains per 
unit time would be also increased proportionally„ Near 
some certain-frequency, the frequency of jumping, some 
grains might have the chance to acquire enough activation 
energy that waves are propagated due to the thermoelastie 
effecto So, one would expect the dissipation function in
terms of a constant and the first power of frequency to
appear in the forms
Qh - C - D f ,
where 0 and D are constants and f is the frequency„
Finally, attenuation can be correlated with rocks in 
which the presence of liquid becomes an important factor 
as in the surface region of the earthQs crust„ When the 
rock is in a state of undersaturation, most of the liquid
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tends to occupy the region of narrow pore channels or 
Joints$ due to the capillary effect* Since the capillary 
effect is due to the unbalanced force of liquid molecular 
attraction at the surface9 many of the grain boundaries 
would be covered by a tiny film* In such a case, the 
attenuation factor of the rocks can change rapidly from 
the first power to the second power of the frequency as a 
result of a small increase In percentage saturation (Born, 
1941).
An explanation of the phenomena may be made based on 
the solid frictional model as shown in 3?ig„ 9* if liquid 
is present between the mass and wall due to the capillary 
effecto Because many liquids possess the property of wet- 
ness, the surface tension would behave as an effective 
coupling mechanism between grains at the narrow pore 
channel or the Joint of the rock* .When a vertical force 
is applied to the system, there is a vertical and hori­
zontal force in the liquid to resist the external force*
If the disturbing force is applied horizontally, a hori­
zontal resistive force in liquid would be present in the 
system*
. , It shouldJbe ̂.noted,here that the reason for consider­
ing surface tension is to provide a means of accounting 
for a resistive force exerted by the interstitial liquid
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(A) System at equilibrium state»
-jr 1 resToriot. force on Spffag. ̂ water
Ayt>Ued -force.
M
hofi Zont~a.l resfeWng. force in Wafer 
ve rtic a l ^esT&rin .̂ f^rc&in Water
(B) System with vertical applied force
re3 fonV lg . - fo rce  on Spring
nrfrrryrrrrrYr-
H o rizo n ta l re 5 to rin | -force in Wafer
(C) System with horizontal applied forcea
.Figure 9
Phenomenological model with interstitial water®
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in response to an external force * Surface tension is not 
the resistive force itself| the surface tension is a 
static force present even when the medium is quiescent0 
The resistive force is due to the viscous effect of liquid* 
Because the rate of displacement, or the velocity, in 
liquid is proportional to the applied force, and because 
for the given applied force, as it is shown in Figo 
the component of the reactive system acts the same way as 
the stress-strain relations do in the theory of perfect 
elasticity generated from Hooke°s law, we may describe 
the displacement with surface tension present as°
where f is a constant depending on the adhesive force 
between solid and liquid and on the viscosity of liquido 
Equation (42) is actually in the same form as the 
wave equation for the'Voigt solid, except that the con­
stant of proportionality is due to the adhesive force of 
grains and viscosity instead of the viscosity alone, as 
in the viscous solid model„ The effect of the adhesive 
force on the energy absorption for the wave was experi- 
mentaily observed by Fish (1960)o Since the attenuation 
factor1 based "on'equation'('4-2) is proper tibnal to the' 
second power of frequency, the model in Figo 9 would show 
that - the'dissipation'function is proportional to the first
0 (42)
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power of the frequency0
When a rock is partially saturated^ the friction 
effect at some grain "boundaries is illustrated by Fig® 9 
instead of Fig® 80 Therefore^, the attenuation coefficient 
in the wet rock is proportional to the region between 
first and second power of frequency9 depending on percent­
age of liquid saturation® If the solid friction effect 
and the adhesive force of liquid are combined^ the dis­
placement resulting from application of a vertical force 
in the model of Figo 8 and Fig® 9 -B9 based on equation 
(40) and (4-2) respectively9 for the wet rock, can be 
approximately expressed ass-
„  v u  n 1 d u  — f) ________( 4 3 )
P j i '  + r *t Idz'J U
Since the weathering zone of the. earth0s crust consists 
of partially saturated rocks9 equation (45) is applicable 
to that region®
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WAVE PROPAGATION FROM A SPHERICAL OAVIgl
It has been thought that waves radiating from a 
spherical cavity could be an idealization of the problem 
of generation, propagation, and attenuation of waves 
originated by seismic explosions as well as by earth- 
quakes• An approximate solution to this problem is 
attempted, based on the Model L  We will then attempt to 
correlate this solution with the approximate solutions in 
other viscous solid models»
In order to develop the solution, consider the prob­
lems Given a spherical cavity of radius, a, in an iso­
tropic, homogeneous, slightly dissipative, infinite 
elastic medium of density 8 » Find the displacement that 
results from the application of an arbitrary pressure 
function, P(t), to the interior surface of the cavity 
(Figo 10)o
In order to solve this problem, we may start from 
the displacement equation for the .medium expressed ass
46
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sfp. =■ ( A + 2/J) vv-f -,u v*(v*/2) ( 3 8 )
PCt)
Figure 10
A spherical cavity in slightly dissipative 
elastic mediumo
By the Helmholtz theorem of vector fields, let 9 = ,
where a = 7 (J , and b = V*% ° Substituting the above 
relations into equation (58), we have
S  ^ + fe) =  (A  + ̂ yw) V V -  ( & + b ) -yti V *  V *  + J?) —  ^  - + - }
Hence, for the equation of the dilatational waves
5 ft “  I * ' 2/*) - |||-(
because by the Helmholtz theorem a and b, which Vx d = 0
and V 4  = ° » are two independent vector functions*. There=
fore,
A H  _  ^  V s  M  -  - L 3 U
at1 C44)
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where v2= — j— 9 and v is the velocity of wave in a per­
fectly elastic medium..
Using spherical coordinates9 r 9 0 , $ 9 where “by sym­
metry of the boundary conditions U varies only with r , 
we have
Substituting equations (45) into (44), and letting the
Then, if so that terms higher than first order are 
negligible.
displacement potential TJ a* |x(r) e 9 where n is any arbit­
rary real parameter, we may obtain
or since
r-
f o r  n > o  
f o r  n < o  . ( 4 6 )
Now, let
[ T T a  —  1 t - =  ± j p
n > o  
r)( o
or
d, = I ,
Therefore, from equations (46) and (47)
$(rR) =  - K V R ) ,
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which has the solution.
or
(48)
Since the second term in equation (48) indicates a wave 
traveling toward the origin, let us set A2 = 0o Thus, 
equation (48) becomes
and the lower when n < 0o Since n is any arbitrary real 
parameter, we may rewrite equation (49) ass
which is the solution for the displacement potential, U, 
of the dilatational wave with
For the boundary condition, we assume that the fric­
tional- effect at the interior surface is negligible since 
the medium is only slightly dissipative<> Mattiee and 
Lieber (1934) also assumed that viscous damping at the 
interior surface is negligible for the Voigt solido 
Since the sum. of reactive radial stress,^, and the major 
portion of total pressure exerted on the spherical cavity, 
p(t), is zero, we could write
71 > 0
n <  0 (4 9 )
means that the upper sign applies when n> 0
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( - S r) =  Pet) ̂ ' ;r=o. >
or in spherical coordinates, where the radial stress
varies only with the radial axis
( - S r i  + +2 / ( l r ) l  =  Pet)  (51)r= a r=CL
Therefore, the problem is to find the displacement by 
using equations (49) or (50) and (51) with the relation 
xx = ^  9 where u is displacement 0 Now, let us assume that 
p(t) can be represented by Fourier integral as %
P(t) = pjT eJn(i>'n Pep) dndi>  ....(52)
and let us also simplify our problem by setting Passion0s 
ratio equal to 0*25 so that X =/k »
Consider equation (50)o Since any solution multi­
plied by any parameter independent of t and ,r is still a 
solution, we may writes
U  -  - M .  P ,„
where
T  =  {t - "v c-ft)}
Furthermore, since a sum of solutions is still a solution,
U ^ T F T - j j  e A ( ^ )  P a »  e  dn 6 0  -------( 5 3)
Before we substitute equations (52) and (53) into .(.51)» 
let us rewrite equation (53) fo*6 convenience in the forms
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U ni> y  g
( +j R2X a)
w h e r e
I a ) n C >* - 1 )KCO = ^A(^) P(D) eJ
Then,
M
R, — in) -&r ; p> =  -
L  - 1 1 dn
s U -
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r=a.  ̂r1 f-a.
f 2 (-f?i + j Ri) r n ■n\i' IK(t){'73-— —  1- C-R.*jl?aD(--p
n P
r )Je r̂ a
-*-nP IC(t) a a
T h e r e f o r e
'~r i2T[ P(iO dn dp
— Ri + j Rz
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A ( t O
a
4yU a2
-Pi +d R*. 3 ,- -4 (-Ri+j R-a
V
so that
« . a. v
Acn) =  -y yU -(-|n |p, +jnol,y + -3- ^(-If lp . +JI0I1) -  ^-51 54 v4
or
A(rO =  4  -£ n>o
Now, let us consider equation (54) o If the quardratie 
form, Q, is factored, and expressed separately for n> 0 
and n <0, we see thafcs 
For n > 0,
( 5 4 )
( A + 3 d ( P'+ĵ 0 Tl 34- v 4  V :a3 =  0 n> 0
or
71 3 a ( - N ? 3 a. ̂  f' +J°̂ | ^[3 a "hj-2 f~p. + j .̂)“
2 V
3 a  - /s ,-+j  =k, ( 1 ± J J T )
\
5 a  ( j,2 +  o t , 1  ( ~ P ‘ ± J - j 2  P 1 —  J 0(1 +  - J 2  “* ' )
j ±  B.) +  ( + A z j  +  B j j
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so that
Q  ^  ~  ( “ p . | t i  i - ( A , j + B , ) + ( - A 2 j + B 2 ) | { ^ + ( A i j - B i ) t ( A 2 j + B 2 ) j ^




30. I + ;
*Ja&
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For n < 0,
-Cp.-J«*0“na+ -I ~ | | 0 T) < 0
or
T)
2 (p. + j^.y
or
j ± B ,)  + ( ’±A»j - B j j
Q  —  - (p, + jpl,/ j n -t (A.j -t B,) + CAij-B/jj| n+fAij- &,) ♦ (-/Uj ~ &)j.
Hence9 the integrand of equation (53) may written by 
reference to equations (540* ,(55)» and (56) ass 
for n ) 0
(56)
Pm  e
M  p,(r-a)A(n) e
e_Js!p,fr"a> P(p) ejn(X>-T)/ av
-2
/ [n+{f A, j + 0 - r A.j - BO] J [ n+1 f A ■ j - e.) V ,
and for n < 0 '  ($V
P M  e'Ĵ p,(l"a)Acn') e i n C P ' r )
rme v Pi(r-a) p(j>) e j n ( P - ? ) / a v Coil li )
-2
3A ' (n t {(A.j + B,) -t (TWj- Wjln+{W j - ft) <■ (-/Lj-B.
  .... -(58)
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What we want to do next is to simplify equations (57) 
and (58) in such a way that equations (57) and (58) can 
be combined into one approximation for any finite n° 
slowly varying term in euqation (57) is
[ n  + j  (Aij + Bi) + ( - A 2j + B j j  n>o
and the slowly varying term in equation (58) is
D +- [(Aij -Bi) _ (A*j + Bi)ĵ  ̂ y) < 0
The behavior of factored terms with a function n on a 
complex plane, n-j(A^+A2 )9 where n is real, is shown in 
Figo lie A2 and are .much smaller values than A^ and 
B^, because §«| , andfn+{(Aij+gi)+(-Ajtk|]for n>0 and
[n + ff/lij-B,)-fAzj + Bi)}] for n < 0 are not important factors in 
the summation with respect to the n in equations (57)
and (58) respectively
[Zj-jCA.rAQ+(3,-603
r z + . i Q U A O - C B , t B a ) ]
Behavior of factored terms before and after simplification
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Therefore, we may approximate U after simplifying 
equations (57) and (58) as:
, I _  gy.‘_L(T e" l(r~a) p(a) eJn("T) dnd- *>0
3=Viiri-J  J ( r ) + {(A ,j-B lj +(/l2j+ B 2)} j [n f [(A ,jt B,)+ (A!j - B ^ ]  M <0
 ■-(59)Equation (59) is the integral form of the displacement 
potential for the arbitrary pressure applied at a spheri­
cal cavity* In the perfect elastic (non-dissipative)
*
medium that is ^=0 , equation (59) can be reduced to 
Sharpe°s solution (194-2) ass
T  p(j) e ^ ~ T)U avz i 3A2ur dn 6D --------- (SO)
In order to solve approximately equation (59)* two 
simple functions of time variation of the pressure will 
be considereds one is .Lamb's pulse, and the other is the 
unit step function* The solution for each pressure func­
tion is derived in Appendix 3° Only the results are shown 
here* A pressure pulse that Lamb originated to apply for 
a Rayleigh waves problem is defined ass
p «) -  t o  .
where p and A are an arbitrary real and positive constants. 
The approximate solution for displacement, u9 at r/a» 1 
can be written ass
av AA1 3A r
_  Sin 2 V__________
Q -rtl) R p - K i - ' i M f t F
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CoS 3 V CjL S i n 4 V
|C5> [ \ & + * 21 ^
i n t, ____





V =  t a n 1
( e O
a. T
{ a  P  *■ "2(4 Olf , t  -  {  t  -  £ ( r - ^ j 5
G(if - 2 (42- if
Ct =
2f 1 2")
In the perfect elastic medium^ equation (61) can he re­










—  I". “iUn ~ — 3_4 j. ui
(62)
-JL . ,9   34 , Jz 6 .
When the pressure applied on the surface of cavity 
Is a unit step function defined ass
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P(t) =  R
—  0
t  >0 
t  <0





C O S  v S i n  2  V
Crz \  C o C  5  \ / ____
2/ 1 [{-H*-I)}S (xtTJ3/2
where
(63)
V =^-tan-I T'CX/x 2 (X) ,
and G- a - G- 0 , a 9 »' 3 ^2° ^I1 @G.ua^aon (61 )o
Do express the displacement resulting from the appli­
cation of an arbitrary pressure function^ we may use 
Duhamel's integral with the unit step function responseo 
Then,
XX (t) 0C3 X T T  r  d r Gk
C o S
f - , i ^ ]
I dr )  *(r-A) J
( h i - o h k M l i +
G - , PO) dn
"'(64-)
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Returning to the step function response in the "low- 
loss" elastic medium^ we can see that equation (63) shows 
qualitativelys l0 The attenuation factor is proportional 
to the first power of frequency, "because the amplitude of 
displacement in the frequency interval w to dco is H ^ )
e x p ( - ( o - J  (r-A)) hy the Fourier integral theorem, where H(«). is 
a frequency function independent of the radial distance,r0 
2* The wave form changes with the distance9 because the 
oscillatory term in equation (63) is a function of dis­
tance o
3?h@ displacement velocity may be expressed ass
<xV R
a 5ATT T
r  ~  s m  2 V __________
(irf]
^ 3 )  COS 3  V
Cr 771T77 m  ~  TsTv + (6 5)
W K - o j M W ) *
Although the solution is not accurate enough to present 
the exact wave shape, we can get a qualitative under­
standing of the manner in which the wave form resulting 
from the unit step function changes with distance by 
plotting the amplitude of the bracketed function in equa­
tion (65) vso (‘cr'T )o This is done in Figo 12 for 
3 and y(a_l) s wave in the medium in which the
attenuation factor is proportional to the first power of 





























Wave form for unit step pressure function*,
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Let us now generalize the problem stated at the 
“beginning of this section (p0 45) in order to study the 
weathering zone of the earths crust9 where fractional 
liquid saturation of the rock affects the wave motion,, ' 
The displacement equation combining Model 2 and the Yoigt 
solid can be used to approximate the wave motion,. The
i
derivation of radial displacement for the unit step func­
tion is made in Appendix 4„ An approximate solution of 




£>/ ~  3 o- i + -if ,
4
2 V_ z/2 ~J
t =  { t - vfr-a)J
x' and yu' are coefficients depending on the adhesive force 
between solid and liquid and the viscosity of the liquido
As shown in equation (6 6 ), the displacement indicates
that s
Xo The attenuation factor is proportional to the 
region between first and second power of fre­
quency 0
2c A static (permanent) displacement exists at and 
near the cavity wall.
5o The displacement is directly proportional to the 
pressure and the radius of the cavity, and in­
versely proportional to the rigidity•
Note that equation (6 6 ) is a general solution for the dis­
placement, which can be reduced to the displacement in 
viscoelastic, slightly dissipative elastic, and perfect 
elastic medium*
If the solid frictional coefficient | is assumed to 
be zero, and if (57-) is negligible compared with (~yy).
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equation (66) can be reduced to:
A i 4/U (tMtm
+ ,t )
----------------- ,.. (67)
Equation (67) is the solution given by Mattice and Lieber
f t  a(1954-, p« 620, eq» 26) when (xy) is neglected compared
with (“̂ y)o It is the same solution as that given by Iida 
and Aoki (1955* P° 116, eq. 44) for the Voigt solid.
Now, if X  = yu' ™ 0, equation (66) becomes
U R V
B , -  B,
(■BrSJS/U Jf3,-Bo1+ (/UAO1
e'  ■ e.... +
+ 7 0 4
SmfcB.-BOr-^.+AO^Cr-a) - ------------ -(68)
/ *
Equation (68) is the solution to the problem proposed at 
the beginning of this section, when the pressure is the 
unit step function.
To obtain the solution for the arbitrary pressure 
function when r is unrestricted, Duhamel5 s integral can
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be used with the unit step function response. The solu­
tion is
'U.'('f) = Jfj R(t) U(T-t) dt --.....  -- ---T69)0 9
where b̂ (T) is the displacement due to arbitrary pressure9 
P(t) is the arbitrary pressure, and 
jixCT) equation (68).
Equation (66) can be reduced to Sharpe5s solution 
(1942) for the perfect elastic medium9 if » /x' » § = 0* 
Thens
xt -  £ § f  e- 8 r  sin^ ^ T + W i
? > 0   (TO)
“  0 . ? < o
bet us compare the displacement with a/i*<S( 1 in equa­
tion (7 0 ) for the perfect elastic medium and equation 
(68) for the slightly dissipative elastic mediumo 
For equation (68) with a/r((ls
j. =  m l  JL
2J2/A r c c
Sin } - f ) t  -  f £ (  1 ^ a - ( r - A )  -  tan I
and for equation (70) at a/r« Is
^  =  2$r f  e~w T  Sin^ ^ T .   " f72)
oR j  , 
4>u 1 ( f r - ( f : f j *
2 V
e  3a
+ ( f ) 4 T G
2: V
3 a ^ Sin 2J2 V3 &
f 7 l)
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As shown in equations (71) and (72), w@ may observe that 
in the Mlow~X©ssfl elastic medium?
L  The attenuation factor is proportional to the 
first power of frequencyo 
2. It. has the slightly lower value of the frequencyo 
3<> The damping factor becomes slightly higher*
In order to compare equation (71) with the results 
obtained by lida and Aoki (1955^ P° 114, eq* 38) for the 
Maxwell solid, and by Mattice and Lieber (1954,. p Q 620, 
eq0 26) for the Yoigt solid (equation (67))9 we first 
simplify their results under the assumption that a/r« 1. 
For the Maxwell solid?
For the Yoigt solid?
Let us compare equation (71) for the slightly dissi­
pative elastic medium and equations (73) and (74) for the 
viscoelastic medium* We may find that?
(73)
&where d\ = — u" and is a reciprocal of relaxation time*
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L  The attenuation factor of the Maxwell solid is 
independent of frequency*,
2* The attenuation in the Voigt solid is character­
ized by second power of frequency*
3o It appears that the oscillatory term of the
Voigt solid has characteristics similar to the 




In order to understand the basic mechanism by which 
waves are propagated in slightly dissipative elastic 
media, the concept of relaxation time in the free electron 
model is adapted to a mechanical systemo A discrete par­
ticle system in which the restoring force is proportional 
to displacement was considered first. By studying energy- 
dissipating collisions that might take place at grain 
boundaries, it was found that the reciprocal relaxation 
time, that is the number of these collisions per unit 
time, is proportional to the number of particle oscilla­
tions per unit tim@o It was then possible to deduce that 
the logarithmic decrement and the dissipation function 
are independent of frequency <>
Proceeding next to a slightly dissipative continuous 
medium by means of variational principles, two conjectural 
models were considered, and approximate expressions for
66
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elastic wave motion in these media were derivedo. These 
two approximate solutions, “based on different assumptions 
about infernal microscopic behavior under dynamic stress, 
both yielded expressions for the attenuation factor which 
were proportional to the first power of frequency0 Except 
for the absence of viscosity parameter, the equation for 
Model 2 is similar in form to Newlands°s (195^) wave 
equation for the Voigt type solid»
The model modified to account for Coulomb friction 
seems to present a better physical picture of dissipation 
at grain boundaries» This solid frictional model, re­
modified to account, at least in part, for dissipation 
due to viscosity effects when liquids are present appears 
to approximate actual particle motion better than the 
Voigt solido The remodified model analysis yielded an 
attenuation factor which ranges somewhere between the 
first and second power of frequency0 It should be re­
emphasized that the energy loss comes about as a result 
of liquid motion, which is caused by a surface adhesive 
force between solid and liquido
The approximate expression for particle displacement 
due to a wave radiating from a spherical cavity has an 
attenuation coefficient which again is proportional to 
the first power of frequency0 Although the complete
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solution may be required to analyze the quantitative 
features of the wave shape, this approximate solution 
shows qualitatively the change of wave shape with distance,. 
The same boundary value problem yields a general expres­
sion for particle displacement in slightly dissipative 
and wet elastic m@dia9 and shows that attenuation is pro­
portional to the region between the first and second power 
of frequency• This solution of the wave equation includes 
the solution of Sharpe (194-2) for perfect elastic media 
and the solution of Mattice and Lieber (1934) for the 
Voigt solid media9 as special cases,
T 933
APPEifDIZ 1
Let us solve equation (6) by using the Laplace trans­
form, when S is given*as A at time t  ̂0 o Then,
i v  * i w  ' “.'S -  0. ........... -(e)
Let the Laplace transform of S, L (S) * s(p)« Upon 
transforming, equation (6) becomes
{ p 2S(p) - p  $ ( 0) -  $(0)j t- P s ( p ) -  $(0)} + co" 5Cp) =  0  
Let S(O) » A,  and assume S' (0) =» 0° Then,
S C p ) —
A fP*j)
P H 7f~ + eTC
The inversion integral of s(p) can be written in the form 




r h (■?> + - L )  ae ( 2 + Tc )n j z
69
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Let the complex variable z be replaced as z = x + gy,
(X+jtf)1 + + =  o ,
so that
or
X , = : ± w. '■M-
«a 1 +
where
Tc =  1̂ -
The inversion integral, therefore, becomest
rf,Jf (Z1 Sl«,l] t 2t dz








llw.l-jOJ, t ̂ fq>,| g|Klt




( Z t II 0>I I ) e 









The equation of the Lagrangian, L, which describes
the correct motion in the model 2 as shown in Figo 5s> can
be expressed ass
M L C fu t i  : f l . t ' . t )  dt =  0  .................- -(712- 1)
J
where
L  — -  ( f u r
- * ( & • - t i X U - t J ]   - ( A 2 - 2 )
i
where m is the mass,
K is the spring constant, and
Tc is the relaxation timeo
The Lagrangian density corresponding to the above 
expression is





f __ SLi.'f _ -T,aK f(t».-tif B (fc»-fO _ (f,„- f;) d (?t*i -tfj2 [ a a a at a. j
- aK (1^-W (tit. - ?l)a , ^2-3)
or by use of a limiting process with respect to a
2 **
so that equation (A2-1) hecomes
(A2-4)
rr i f (* Bf a? , ,.1* IT _ax_'| , , _ nI — 0 U ( f, , j(-, s±3x > f, j x , a t . 2tax J dx <It 0at ax
Since
sX
9 (fx) ‘(f) + ?>(£LUt̂ x J
DX ) * 7ifdkT*\ Utax;
>(■■dW/
si = { + ^ S(S) +̂ si»tL)
£*r- + ? +
w
-■(A2-5;
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For
d l  c(T>f
dill1 sx * ( & )  ^
Let
— O f )  dx =  d u  
Sf =  U
so that
f d <L>
















0 at a and b by the calculus of varia-





dhx (Sf) dx =  du =  v
atOf) —  (x ,
so that
>7)Xdt1
dz (vW"x 1 =  d VUxafc'
>(S) axat





w W - 0 andIf it is assumed that 
so that the variation in the displacement at the given 

















dX dldtK'bfH)rp.) d x  d t
II dx  ...
Therefore, substituting equations (A2-6) and (A2-7) 
into (A2.-5)» ' we have two equations of Lagrangian density o




X + 3* ( s L  \
) =  0 , ... (/u-8)
atax ̂ 3 0, ------(/U-3)







3 1  
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so that
which is the equation of# a one-dimensional continuum for 
Model 2o Equation (A2-10) shows, also, that the attenua­
tion factor is proportional to the first power of fre­
quency, when the concept of relaxation time expressed in 
equation (3) is applied*
THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONTINUUM
The technique used to develop the wave equation in a 
three-dimensional continuum is exactly the same as the 
case of one dimensionc
The Lagrangian for the three-dimensional continuum
iS r r n ^  p* ^  — -ttz-n)
L  = 1  ( « = ,  ft, it. Srtt' 3 X ' , d ' 9 t .  W W j ,  (/U
and the equation of Lagrangian density is
"ftd \  3 /  3 <d \  9  /  b d .' b d  3 / b d  \  3 /  3 d  \  9 f  _ J L — ii _  A —  n  _____ (A 2 - I 2 ' )




"9 cC p, ^  X  r  3  0  d ( \ f  c) 0
~^r ~  u , T ^ - “  .*t , ~ W \  ip*) ~  d dt2,
' d L  ____  ->  ? _ g  r  3 A  |  f  3*  f t  r
a|l£j “  ^  J ^  _/J ^  ~ M  ' W  ^  +
W T  V I  + 1 1 1
' V  '  V  dx^t i ,
3,./_3l_ \  i JL/iiM c _,, U H  _ , 3 /ill
SH-a/liV —  ■ " W U r ' J V  »i*C 3X-' i /‘aliUxV\ SX8* '
X
l T^ x 0'




In the vector notation,
<5 I f  ■ ( A +7°  V 7' f .  ^  V « (  ^ x / 5- ) ■- ( A T c t  y i f ^ )  V7- f £
W V x ( v x f f )  = 0 .   ( A 2 - I S )
The expression derived in equation (A2-15) is 
mathematically similar in form to that obtained by New- 
lands (1954) in his generalization of Lamb8s problem for 
a Yoigt type viscous so lido Nev/lands used two viscosity 
constants, a' and juS | he assumed that these constants 
were proportional to some arbitrary power of frequency,
|ô |n o Equation (A2-15) shows that the attenuation factor 
is proportional to the first power of frequency, when the 
concept of relaxation time is applied*
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APPENDIX 2
In order to solve equation (59)* let us define a 
pulse representing the time variation of pressure bys 
(Ewing, Jardetzky, and Press, 1957, P° 62)
pit)
where P and A are arbitrary real and positive constants 
Then, using residues, the Eourier transform in equation 
(59) is found to be
n) =  A p*t A it e
+ np n>o
n<o  (A 5 - 0
Substituting equation (A3-1) into (59)* we have
u - a V 1 A U±i£,r2 e5nfp+^ (r- ^  e jnr^  r  J ^ f n ■'-[(A. + A J j  -(B ,-B a l][n  +|(Ai+A2) j + (8i-Ba)J]
Before we integrate equation (A3«2), let us obtain
■u Then,an expression for the displacement, vl' - r
' _■ f  (***>-• 6 ^  dn
r2) [ n t ((A.tAAj -(B,-e,)jXn+{(A,rAO j tf (conUnue)
79
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t~ dn ■(A3-3)r>[ + -p- -jpQ~* eTn̂ p + yL(r~d)) eJnt
I  [ n f{fAl+Aj)j — CB, -Bi)J][n+-|(/|itAOj ■+ C3( —13a)}]
oSince the first term is dependent on (a/p) and the second 
term varies as (a/r), we may neglect the first term for 
r/a» L  Furthermore, since from equation (4-7), we
may also neglect the term involving amplitude (3, to obtain 
an approximate behavior of the wave far distant from a 
spherical cavity„ Then, we may write an approximation to 
equation (A3-3) ass
t n f p + £ ( r - a > J  - j o t
jn  e
^   ̂ ĵ  [n +■ -J[n + -i-Aa)J + (&i- & )j]
& L —   ( A 3 -4 )
In order to solve equation (A3-4) in terms of an 
asmptotie series for r/a» 1, we will replace n by kn9 
where k * a/p, and expand denominator of the integrand in 
terms of k following similar developments of Collins (i960, 
p. 4-96) or Ewing and collaborators (1957$ P<> 52)o Then,
.  r  -j|nt
j I Q-v A • /|»\ ____5___   _______ r dn _ , _v
^   ̂ [in t[(A,*'Ai)j-(Br&)J][-$n '+[(AiA*)j t($rPi)J]
and represent
Ct ( i  ), (713-6)
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which can be expressed ass
G K $ )  ^  + A  Q-( o) + ~2J (t(°) ^    a t  'k. - -jr ((
where
r (q) ==r______ - 1_____  c"(n) =  6na(Ait/W) -iiffBrB*)
T  ;  T  { ( / W A ) 1 + ( B , - B 2 ) * } 3
r < , _  -2Dj (/W/U) p  _  . 24-n3fA^A03-24-n3CBrBOĈ t/)a)
^  J(A,tA2)%f3rB2) ^ ,  J [(Arr-AOMe,-®*)*]*.
Substituting equation (A3-6) into (A3-5)» we have
aV 4 f . f _ nJr I jj^nt jAell- JnjCTo t nCT, t y , ^  + ..... j g  lr > e  d n
 ................ - - ( /V 3 -7 )
U  ’ 
where
r =  a. _
^  ^  { ( W +  J3 •
r _  -2i}j (A.rAO =  . 24 £S(l\,'h)3 -  l ^ O - B o W / U )
~  Ct3 J {(a»ao'+ fe.-e,/]4
In order to solve the above equation, the following for­
mula can be useds (Ewing, Jardetzky, and Press, 1957, P°63)
r640 -in v +in(y-¥)
{ £?'°p i r r  - e -  e , co>oj  64 e  e doa —  Jin) T J. for ^
—  OO I  ̂ I
where ----------- (A3-8)
. /  -f~ ~1 -JTl
V —  Lan p ,
How, substituting equation (A5~7) into (A3“8), and taking 
the real component from the result, we can obtain the 
equation of displacement in terms of an infinite series
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a s  s
XX
g v  _A
g a r
r  P / Sin 2V -  Sl'n2(V-fT) - Cos 5V -  Cos 3fV-TT)
^  5 f  [IP + f(r-*? + fJ + J ^  I f 3) -jf (fpt | (r.«jV f j *
2' 1 Tc4)̂ ffp+£(r-a>]Vf!“J
Sin 4-v -  5 in4(v-Tr)
o r
U  = QV A  3X r
ft, I Sin 2 V




It may be further reduced to
,, =  av _A 
u  5A r
Sin 2 y
Gr0f?2) f(y_D̂ ±,jr(lir+i(bP tirrf]
+ G
C05 3 V
Ti r(5H{fp+T(i-ofC^)T/a + CTa 2-1 ’({ip4(^-or+ (iCj
r(4) Sin 4-V
+cJ' n i ) COS F V
■*A
+  - ......
w h e r e
-  TCL L
V ta-n v p 4. _L/jc _ | ̂.ar -±\<k. 'J
 H________  / 6(î -f)2- 2 ( jz-  - t r
g :
_ % 
z( I + a|2 y )
2 I ??
3 i-£
/ -24-( | 2 )  j~)
& = r2_l_)5'r, _ 4 x * . 4| WS 4  )‘ + fJ2- ^  j i -  f 1+J3 A /*« i - i ) ’j
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As shown in equation (A5-9) 9 the displacement is oscilla­
tory and is attenuated and damped with distance and time
respectively,.
Let us assume that the pressure applied on the sur­
face of the cavity is
At a field point, r, when r is much greater than the 
radius of cavity, the second term in the equation for the 
displacement dominates (equation.(A3-12))• Also, since 
we may neglect the term involving in the amplitude, 





Therefore, from equation (59)
( A 3 - 12)
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U ■ a v R3A 2TT (-
n e d n T) > 0
( n + jO [ ) i  •+ j(A i+ A 0 j- fB i” Ba)|][n + j(Ai+A0j -t- (3rBa)j]  ̂ n<o
----------------(A3 -13;at r/a» 1
Mow, let *-> 09 so that the pressure applied in the cavity 
becomes a unit step function., Then,
P , r  p T n £ ( ' - ‘> p-jnT
J, = -_AY Ji.- -L 
^  3X 21 I-
 e l i !  ^  dn n>o ,A 4)
In order to approximate this integration, the same 
technique that was applied to equation (A3-4) will be used 
here0 Then,
- a v _R_ _l_ 
3A 27T r
where
= 1r§7p{««> * * > . ) ....... ] e*v"-"e*r<ln
 . . . . . . . ( A  3 - 1 5 )
CL
(if)) + ( $ fl)( AttAi.) — ,
6n*0UM*-2nYB,-BO*
Gr(0) -  2 j  n (Ai*-A*)
I (Ai+AO + (fcrM | .
I ( Aî/h) i- (B| dz) J
Integrating equation (A3~15) by the formula of equation 
(A3““8), we have
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t t =  — G Cos V Sin 2v
where
* tt4 (4 - ')N * t]r j*  1 ^ T O -O lM W J
 ..... (At~\G)
6f I +Js t )*-2CJ2- t )*
+ - ....
-t
(f T^gf{( -i)V^- 2-fJ ^  {j { (I+J5 -4)*]'
<1 5 ^
2 ( I -f/ja 2 ~)
( f ^ f { o ^ A t e - 4 ) T .
Now, in order to obtain the displacement velocity, we may 
obtain a solution from equation (A3~14-) ass
=  U
-S-(r-a) -jnta}j_ _R_ f*° n e*"' dn_____
j  3 \  iir r j n^[ G-Co) + Ĝ-'Co) + jj Gr(°'>r  j + |n|('r-0 -j dn
a V R
3TiA r *T» - Sin 2 V t CT, Y 3 )  C05 3 Vf.{4K-0}N(MJ*
  (/A3-I7)| f4) -Sm 4V 
+ (̂ 2 !  [(1(4-1)]% (It)1]
-h-----
The displacement velocity of Sharpe"s solution (194-2)
is
* _  1 
r ( - I T )  S i n
Comparing equations (A3-17) and (A3>-18), we may observe 




For the slightly dissipative wet-rock medium, an ex­
pression for wave motion radiating from the spherical 
cavity can he derived by combining Model 2 and the Yoigt 
solid* From equation (A2-15) and the extended form of 
equation (4-2), the displacement equation for the isotropic, 
homogeneous, slightly dissipative, wet elastic media can 
be expressed as o
sfp- + 2J/) +{cA'-t-y<') + (xr,kt Y Tr^\rE W - f 3-
/X +  (Ju'f /W Tcp) r r  ---........
, J 9
where and y  are coefficients, depending on the adhesive 
force between solid and liquid and viscosity of the 
liquid, ^ A ,  Ty are relaxation times, S is the density of 
the medium, and /xand X  are elastic constants«
By the Helmholtz theorem of vector fields, let P- »
H + where a «vL] and b - V^|- * Then, the equation of 
the dilatational wave becomes
86
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^  =\ (A+*ytt) +-}fX/f2/uO f (\TcX+2/UTc/)\̂ r- V.V^
or
3-t2
Since V  L) = yjji (l" U ) from equation (45), equation (A4-2) 




AiM. > ^  =  ( 4.’ =  (Xra + ̂  ryj.
In order to solve equation ( A 4 — 3 ) 9  l e t  U  « R(r) e  




^.(r R) =  -fC\fR),
K “ v*-j».(*,*+«:)■
(A4-4;
nz{ v2+ jn  ( 4,*t i*)l 
v 4" + nYl'tilT
Nowq let V2+-jn (A,l+iz ) —  + j I3'
V 2 =  ^  -  |5(a
Then, we have relations
( ■ +  ^  ) —  2ol,pi OH-Tj
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Solving above relations, we have




Therefore, equation (A4—4-) becomes
rR —  A, e+j*r +
n* vVn*ftVltf-n*v
2 | v4 + i")j
U - 7> e+J ^  e
Let A2 s 0. Then the displacement potential can be 
written ass
(J =  2^n) Q ^ r g'd^t^r)    [l-A-fj
Nor the boundary conditions, we assume that the vis­
cosity damping and.solid friction at the spherical cavity 
are negligibleo So, the boundary condition is the same 
as equation (5 1 ) s
rj£i- - i n ie
rs< —  P a )
-  P(t)r=<*
Now, let the pressure, P(t), be represented as
(51)
P(t) = JIT 6 1 .. P(ĵ) dn dP (52)
and the displacement potential can be written as
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u 2Ttr 2-(»r-U  ̂pw) dndp^
For convenience, let us rewrite equation (A4-8) as
(A4 -8 )
where
i<(t) Â(n) P(») e nu — d
Then,
?u
r=a 3 I" r=&
and
2>d 92U
»•=«.. n 1 r=a. n»>
K(t)
ft
Therefore, the boundary condition after setting j j . =  X  
becomes
i A" f ~
I T T r=a
i f~v 
2TT
■j_ _ ( (3+d'no/) + j_ ^  / \ ( n ) p(V) d n ( ji).
Thus, Z-G-Q — ̂
a  4
so that equation (A4-8) becomes
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r r  -S (r-d ) - jn  f t r - Q - ) - p }  D
=  1 1 A ........ ..g— — ® ^  dnd£
21' r V J  J
--------- ...(*4 -9)
Because the evaluation of the integral in equation (A4~9)
appears most difficult, we simplify A(n) as follows?
4* / $2 1(i) assume that (̂(1 so that powers of (t) (£) areY ' *  \\ i yixiu wjl i ^
/ K // I |£negligible, and assume that —pr < 5 \\ I so that is
negligible in A(n) compared with  ̂ » Then,
j  _  _ l  a =
V 5 p  2 v'3
p.*1 2.because ("ft ) from equation (A4-5.) °
Therefore.
A(n) 4W f--L ̂  C-n^^-t-jn/v ) 3/ nlf -A'21/ I &2 a 4 I 2v3 J v
where  (M-lo)
5/U V  »J_ =  y'-L:
S I n I v 4 W )  .
Since the expression of equation (A4-10) has the same
form as equation (54), equation (A4-9) becomes identical 
in form to equation (59) by following exactly the line 
of reasoning as used in equations (94) through (59)°
Thus, the displacement potential for the pressure
 y j-




avz j R 1 
3/a T̂T r
d n
( n + j  f )  f  n + { fA i j  -  Pi) + M 2J + k ) j ] [ n  + {(A'j +B,) + (A*j - & j j ]  ^
Equation (A4-11) can be evaluated by residues using the 
contour shown in the following figure«,
W  4-11)
Z  p l a n e
Then,
£  d n
_(n +j )0 [ n +1(Aij - Br.) + C/hj + H ) j ] [  n + [(Aij -* £,) "+(Aij $*)}]
-R ffr-A) e-jnCt-d(r-«rj dn
t !? ?  ] C n t j r ) [ r )+ {(A » j-& i)  + f ^ j t B 2) } ] [n + { (A i j  t&i) + fAz j-BO }]
e-pcr-a ) e-jRe,pCj9){t-^ r-« ))  Rexp(J))de 
[Rexpfje) irjfi?exp(j&) -p,) +(/lijt f i) jJ [Rexp(j6)t[(A ,jt-p ,)+(^ j-B0}]
-F
t i n ' j  ( r e s i d u e s )
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b u t
R_»oo [ I? exp(j9) +j7][ RexpQe)t t(%jtlz)J][Re*p(je) +[ r/hj
=  0
because as* R the integrand becomes
, e- J i r w r ( ^ f r - « )  e - j f  • 'T( j ' )  z * r ( 4 - ) < ^  R
j j '   J —
p^oo t  ̂e* P ^ +j f ] [ |Re*pQ£)f {^ij-Pi)+(/)*jt3i)}]f|?cxp(je) + [fAj+ Pi) 
therefore,
- i n  I t - o t ( r - a ) )31 e J d n
(h+jr)  [n+  f(/)«j-pi) +
For K-,1
(</ =  _________ E------- :------
1 r 2 + { (Aj - pi) + fluj t aoj j f 2 + f - P»)]J
   z" l r .
Since  ̂ == L_j t _ an^  ̂= _L >Mhen 4* and^ « |
e ' e ” ' d" =  ~2nj | r.tK.i-K:
K,
-sirr-«> _yt3 I
["JiT ■+’Jj'(A,tAz) -(3rB0}J[~J r + [ j (Ati40 t OSrBOjJ
e- r r
(/4i+/)z~V) + ( B, - p*) *
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p C r - O
e’P r r ~ a ) e
2 = +jŶ i+/U)}
jjf/i.t̂ -iD-rarB,)/ e ^ /rr_a) e (/)'f/l0r t
2f3,-Bi)|j (Ai+Ai-y) + (V&oj (j (A+W) -(ft-BO)
v0
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Therefore
• a i+/u~r , i r r , j, -î ^
U _  -- IT bT-'I- + t(g,-B^4l(r-a)
* 3 „ r .2 ■ . ai G
e-(A+A)r tj (Cr B,)? -[(A'A)̂  + ifft-fcXAfA) -f j (r-alj
Ri + l<- 2 (A.+A-nVer-B., e
J' i
- ( j('ft-82)-(A1+A2) j  t  f 13,-82) — J ( r - a )
e-cA.t/tj-r ■ At/2-r f jf(6rBJ)T-[(A,t/ld̂ -̂ 2r61-Bi)(Ai-A2)-̂ Jj(r-<»)j * 3i“Pa ^
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Thus
U 2 it's r ( i lTj  ) I ^  ^
. D i
?.




5 m ( f t - W - [ ( / l , t A 2) ^  t 2 ^ - f e X A ^ j ~ 5}(r” a '
4*f, M4-I3)(Br Pz)T - {(A+/W) ̂  t 2( 6,-fo)(A,r A) — 3[ (r-a)
Now, let Y 0 such that the pressure "becomes a unit 
step function** T-hen, equation (A4-13) becomes
U -
aR i 
SI" at/Uf + fB-RX ~  + - c
[{ (3 A W j  ^ - r  ( IVBlJ i-JO r-*)
-(/UMT f_/WW 5 m
V- R - ft.
1 1 ■
 ̂ n(8,- B2) t - j (A,+A0̂  1- 2 (B,- WfA.t A*) “ j]( r-a)2 \fs
Hence9 the radial displacement can be written as
  3 LJ _ aj_a  j_____
t t I-' - e
-  [■{ (6,-B.)1- (A.f AO I- f Bit (r- a )
e-tA,t^? f Sln[rBrB.>r r [ 0 ^ ) T *  + ̂ 6r8J^,+ A)i.JCr-^ 
. ( BrB*.
■f
( c©nTi n ue.)
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s  i n [ ( V  Bi) T -  [(Ai^Vli) ^  + 2' f £ , : B J O W A i } | j ] ( r - f t ) +
Co5[ffl-fc)T-{{A*Ao£ ^U-MfA.tAO^jtr-a)))




( A i A i ) t ( B r h )  r* - e
e j  A i t / U S i n  ( B i - p o t - f f A i+ A O ^  + 2Cft~BO<’A 'M * ) ^ 3 j ( r ~c0
COS
v 4* '
C &,-£>*) T - [  (A i f  AO 1-2 ("Si- B O rA . tA j ) ^  }(r-o .) r
(Continue )
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e (A|t/<‘n  + cBrBzj ^ r ] r r - a )  (
{l -t rfoj
Sin
2̂ »(6i"8i)'1’ 2 ) (Brfe)1?'- [(AityAv)+ 2f B|-Bj)fAiAi)^3j(i'-â
or
U a P. v ( 81- B*) -[{(B,-hfJ fA t t iV B r B , ) 1 ^  1 JfA+AOV (IV B,)P.-83. SV
T r C r“ -(Ai+Ai)T
C




]fr-a ) - f o '
  ..... (M-i?)
which is an approximate solution to the given problem of 
finding the radial displacement.
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